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Introduction
There is an ongoing debate in Russia and abroad over the appropriate role of the
judiciary in defining the nature of Russian federalism. Some criticize the Russian
Constitutional Court (RCC) for being too timid, inefficient, and dependent in resolving
federal-center disputes. For instance, in his analysis of Russian federalism under Yeltsin,
Jeffrey Kahn characterizes the Court as “an ineffective and infrequent arbiter in federal
disputes…Even when its opinions are directly sought, the Constitutional Court is often
reluctant to take a stand.” 1 Discussing Russia’s fiscal federalism of the 1990s, Elizabeth
Pascal also views the RCC as “a mostly toothless judicial body” offering little recourse in
policing center-regional relations.2 More recently, the Court critics blasted judges for
being in President Putin’s pocket by pointing at the December 2005 RCC decision to
uphold the abolition of the direct elections of the regional governors. 3 In that case, the
Court decided, in a 12-6 vote, to overrule its earlier precedent set in 1996 that regional
governors had to be directly elected, thus, legitimizing President Putin’s power to submit
gubernatorial nominees for the approval of regional legislatures. 4
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Other observers disagree with criticism and commend the Court for bringing
order and stability to Russian federalism. 5 In fact, between 1995 and 2004, the Court has
received 585 petitions, related to federalism issues. During Yeltsin’s presidency, between
1995 and April 2000, the Court accepted 49 petitions and dismissed 75 petitions from the
regional governments. During Putin’s presidency, between 2000 and 2005, regional
governments asked the Court no less frequently: the RCC accepted 27 of their petitions
and refused to hear 116 such requests. In fact, by the spring of 2003, the regions
continued to petition the Court so much that Chief Justice Zorkin had to ask some of the
regions to postpone submission of their requests. 6 Overall, the RCC addressed federalism
issues in about a hundred judgments accompanied by numerous dissents. 7 Why do
regional elites continue to use the Court if it is “toothless” and biased towards the federal
center?
To be sure, neither Russian nor foreign observers expect or should expect that the
judges have the capacity to resolve center-regional, interregional and intraregional
disputes. 8 This paper argues that the Court has gradually become one of the key actors in
the federalism game by ensuring that this game continues indefinitely. Indeed, according
to Alain Gagnon, “the success of federal systems is not to be measured in terms of the
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elimination of social conflicts but instead in their capacity to regulate and manage such
conflicts.” 9 Therefore, the key question is how successful was the Russian CC in setting
up the framework of managing conflict within the nascent 10-year old Russian
Federation. As I will explain below, the RCC manages federalism conflicts by both
providing the open forum for argumentation over key public policies and political
resources for key federal and local actors. 10 This is why local elites still find it attractive
to use constitutional litigation even though they know that judicial agenda is very similar
to President Putin’s agenda of a strong federal center. On the one hand, judges, albeit in a
non-linear fashion, allowed municipalities to challenge the constitutionality of federal
and regional statues and allowed regions to contest President Putin’s campaign of
bringing regional laws into conformity with federal ones. The Court scrutinized virtually
all key elements of federal reforms launched by President Putin. On the other hand,
judges did not strike down the core of Putin’s federalism reforms. But judges did so, not
because they were afraid of the popular President, but because President Putin chose to
implement RCC decisions in federalism cases, issued during Yeltsin’s era. In short,
unlike his predecessor, Vladimir Putin shares the Court’s views or at least the views of its
majority, that a strong federal center (even in its authoritarian version) is key to the
survival and prosperity of Russia.
To explore how and why judges decided to champion strong federal supremacy,
the paper proceeds as follows. First, it discusses the actual sociopolitical context that the
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Court faced when deciding federalism disputes. Next, to address the charge that the Court
was timid and “toothless,” it explores the judicial visions of federalism and responses
from federal and local politicians to these judge-made visions. Without studying these
responses, it is difficult to assess whether judge-made federalism makes a difference on
the ground. Finally, to determine why regional elites kept using the Court, it examines the
benefits of constitutional litigation, Russian-style.

1. The Context: “Difficult Childhood”: A “Wounded Court” in an
Unstable Federation
Scholars of judicial politics agree that explaining judicial behavior is impossible
without paying attention to the sociopolitical context facing judges. In federations, this
context is complicated and involves:
1) formal institutions, like different orders of government, the constitutional division
of powers between them, representation of regional interests in the federal center,
electoral rules, etc.;
2) informal institutions, from party systems and fiscal federal-provincial-municipal
arrangements to the legal aid agencies;
3) pre-existing legacies, like inter-regional, ethnic, religious, linguistic and class
cleavages, long-term and immediate histories of judicial politics, existing public
attitudes towards courts and the nature of federal society and so on; and
4) immediate power struggles and calculations of litigants.
Let’s consider briefly how each of these four groups of factors shaped judicial behavior
in the Russian case.
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1.1 Formal Institutions
In terms of formal institutions, Russia follows the advice of numerous scholars of
federalism and establishes the Russian Constitutional Court to ensure that federal and
regional governments stay within their constitutionally prescribed limits of authority.
This Court is a 19-member tribunal, modeled after the German Federal Constitutional
Court and charged with the task of resolving federal-regional, inter-regional and intraregional disputes. 11 Both federal and regional legislatures and executive can ask the
Court directly to challenge the constitutionality of federal and regional statutes, to request
the constitutional interpretation or to settle the intergovernmental dispute. Today, this
Court is regionally representative as it ever has been. 12
However, the RCC is just one player among many in the complex, ongoing debate
on the future of Russian federalism. What are these players? Federal and regional
legislatures and executives are among them. The 1993 Constitution empowers the
Russian president to be “the guarantor of the Constitution” (Article 80). In addition, the
division within the Russian judicial system introduces more complexity. The Russian
Supreme Court with the army of 2,500 lower courts resolves numerous intergovernmental
disputes, and, as Putin’s successful campaign of streamlining regional statutes has shown,
this Court can be much more efficient than the RCC in policing regional non-compliance
with federal standards. The Russian Supreme Commercial Court with 117 lower
commercial courts is also in the picture. This Court deals with various intergovernmental
11
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fiscal disputes over the amounts of federal transfers to the regions, over the division of
federal, regional and municipal property, and so on. Finally, 15 regions have their own
constitutional courts in charge of policing federal-regional relations albeit the importance
of these tribunals is gradually declining in a pattern not unfamiliar to the observers of
German federalism. 13 To be sure, the inter-judicial rivalry over which courts have the
final say in the federalism game has been particularly fierce under both Yeltsin’s and
Putin’s rule. 14
In terms of formal rules of the federalism game, the 1993 Russian Constitution is
like any other federal constitution: it is vague and ambiguous on the division of powers
between the Federation and the regions. In addition, it also preserved unique Soviet and
Tsarist legacies of a hierarchical and multi-ethnically structured Russia. 15 The eightynine units, or “subjects of the Federation,” vary in their constitutional status: thirty-two of
them (twenty-one republics, ten autonomous districts, and one autonomous province) are
ethnically defined, while the remaining forty-nine provinces, six territories, and the cities
of Moscow and St. Petersburg are almost entirely populated by ethnic Russians. Although
all regions possess equal constitutional rights, republics have the most power, while nine
autonomous districts are also included in the composition of six provinces and one
territory (so-called matryoshka federalism). Under the 1993 Russian Constitution,
republics are defined as states (Article 5.2), and they are free to choose the way to adopt
their own constitutions, while the rest of the regions have to adopt their charters
13
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exclusively by their legislatures (Article 66). Article 68.2 of the federal constitution
grants republics the right to establish an official “state language.” In short, these written
ambiguities and contradictions invite judges and lawmakers to clarify them in subsequent
judicial interpretations, legislative enactments, and intergovernmental bargaining.
Moreover, if judges care about their posterity, as some theorists have argued, the
competition with the rest of governmental bodies also invites the Constitutional Court to
say something meaningful about building independent Russia.

1.2 Informal Institutional Context
However, this competition with other political and judicial actors takes place
within the informal structure of incentives and constraints. Unlike old federations, Russia
lacked the luxury of unwritten constitutional customs. Moreover, the transition away
from the Soviet regime destroyed established conventions of the Soviet rule, which were
enforced by the Communist party discipline. Facing unprecedented economic collapse in
the country, severe social dislocation on the ground, calls for “sovereign” status from the
regions and vicious political infighting in the federal center in the early 1990s, personal
connections and bilateral deals between the federal center and the regions were becoming
the norm of the federalism in Yeltsin’s era. For the deadlocked, fragmented and weak
federal center, bilateralism provided an opportunity to “divide and rule” by exploiting
inter-regional rivalries, by keeping these side deals in secret by granting special
privileges to specific regions in exchange for votes, and arguably preventing the
secessionist struggles. 16 Regional leaders, which succeeded in getting special favors from
16
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the center, entrenched their rule and status on the ground by withholding tax revenues
from the center, by coercing local businesses to maintain public roads, to pay wages on
time and to comply with regional price controls. To be sure, the proliferation of side deals
promoted perverse practices: it entrenched clientelistic relationships among federal and
local elites, resulted in the asymmetrical federalism, distorted the flow of information and
revenues from the ground to federal coffers, and, of course, violated the Constitution. If a
federal center reneges on its obligations, regional leaders either go to Kremlin to demand
the compliance or they withhold revenues. As numerous studies have shown, those
regional governors, who a) spent a lot of time lobbying in Moscow, and b) publicly
demanded more autonomy – were much more likely to succeed in gaining special powers
over the “rulebook” and “pocketbook” in the 1990s. 17 The main point here is that when
both sides get what they want through negotiations, there is a little demand for court
services even though we usually think that courts are there to enforce contracts. 18
Introducing the court in the negotiation process complicates the bargaining process by
increasing the uncertainty of bargaining: neither side is sure of the outcome, neither side
is willing to delegate the bargaining power to the lawyers, and neither side is prepared to
replace the expediency arguments with the legal ones, those, which the Court will
consider. Based on the surviving Soviet traditions of negotiation, lawyers are needed only
after the deal is reached and only for the transforming the wishes of the powerful into the
letter of statutes, executive orders and bilateral agreements.
17
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1.3 Short-term and Long-term Legacies of the Past
This brings us to the third of element of the sociopolitical context, in which
judges operate, namely, legacies of the past, like inter-regional, ethnic, religious,
linguistic and class cleavages, long-term and immediate histories of judicial politics,
existing public attitudes towards law & courts and towards the nature of federal society
and so on. In terms of the short-term historical legacies, the most important one for
Russian judges was the unexpected and rapid disintegration of three socialist federations:
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and the USSR. Russians knew that all three were not “real”
federations, and all three had functioning albeit weak constitutional review tribunals.
Russian judges were also aware of the violent outcomes of the federal break-up in
Yugoslavia and Soviet Union as well as of growing ethnic conflicts across Russia,
particularly in the North Caucasus. Therefore, the trick for the RCC was to find the ways
of preventing the disintegration of the Russia and managing ethnic tensions, and, at the
same time, of building the democratic foundations of the federation through law.
However, building democratic foundations in the society that lacks the traditions
of governmental accountability to the voters is not easy. Moreover, Russia’s past is not
friendly to legal and judicial empowerment: Russia lacks the Rule of Law traditions and
the practical experience of judicial independence. Instead, Russia inherited the tradition
of arbitrary rule and the instrumental use of law. Based on their most recent experience,
rulers in the center and in the regions know that judicial decisions are not self-executing
and their execution depends on the cooperation with political branches. Between 1989
and 1991, Yeltsin and some of his counterparts in other USSR republics did their best to
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discredit the Union laws by openly defying Gorbachev and Union authorities. Following
the collapse of the USSR, Russia’s regions did the same to federal statutes, albeit no
regional leader, except in Chechnya, openly defied Yeltsin. In fact, the first federalism
decision of the RCC in March 1992, in which the Court struck down the Tatarstan’s
declaration of sovereignty and referendum on sovereignty in Tatarstan Republic at the
request of several federal MPs, was not enforced: Tatarstan authorities boycotted the
court proceedings, the referendum was held as if there was no court decision.19
Moreover, neighboring Bashkortostan Republic immediately suspended the jurisdiction
of the RCC over its territory. Despite the repeated lobbying of judges for the federal
crackdown on this regional recalcitrance, federal President responded with more
negotiations with these regions, while the deadlocked Russian Parliament was unable to
pass the bill, sanctioning the regional non-compliance.

1.4 Power Struggles and Litigant Strategies
As the preceding example of the inability of federal center to enforce judicial
decisions makes plain, short-term power struggles and calculations of litigants take place
within pre-existing formal and informal institutional constraints. The litigants in the
Tatarstan case, Russian MPs, and judges had all the assurances that this RCC judgment
was going to be carried out: President Yeltsin promptly complied with the previous RCC
decisions; Speaker of the Russian Parliament, Ruslan Khasbulatov, promised judges to
bring Tatarstan leaders in a cage in Moscow like Catherine the Great used to bring
peasant rebels to the Red Square; Russian Prosecutor-General threatened to arrest
19
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Tatarstan leaders if they allowed referendum to proceed; and federal Defense Minister
was rumored to mobilize troops on Tatarstan’s borders. However, once the RCC struck
down the Tatarstan’s sovereignty, the federal center suddenly lost all of its enforcement
powers despite the repeated pleas from judges: President Yeltsin chose to negotiate a side
deal with Tatarstan; deadlocked Russian Parliament was unable to do anything; and lawenforcement agencies ignored the RCC decision. The only agency that acted was the
federal Cabinet: it imposed economic blockade and denied some goods to Tatarstan. But
Moscow was denied taxes from one of the richest regions for several years to come.
Moreover, Tatarstan ignored federal authority, refused to sign multilateral Federation
treaty in March 1992, withdrew from the April 1993 federal referendum and the June
1993 Russian Constitutional Assembly, and boycotted federal elections and constitutional
referendum in December 1993. 20 Eventually, Yeltsin signed a side deal with Tatarstan in
April 1994 while the Russian Constitutional Court was once again asked to strike down
regional sovereignty only in 2000, when President Putin began reining in recalcitrant
leaders.
This inconsistent behavior of the federal and regional political actors coupled with
the vagueness, vacillation and incoherence of the constitutional provisions pertaining to
federalism made it nearly impossible for judges to identify the “tolerance intervals” of
powerful elites, contrary to the strategic explanations of judicial politics. 21 Because of
the changing preferences of politicians and of the rules of the federal-regional game,
judges were often at a loss to predict the responses of the rulers to their judgments. For
20
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example, political actors championed bilateralism and asymmetrical federalism in 1994-7
and denounced any asymmetry in center-regional relations in 2000-4 during the first term
of President Putin. Federal-regional conflicts over judicial appointments in the 1990s, for
example, clearly show that the federal center lacked any coherent strategy in staffing
federal courts in the regions. 22 Add to this the instrumental use of law by federal and
local elites in their political struggles. However, federal political actors both under
Yeltsin and Putin were very selective in launching constitutional litigation, making the
process look more like Stalin-era “show trials” to undermine regional governors whom
the Kremlin did not like, rather than a struggle to build the rule of law. 23 For example, by
December 1995, Yeltsin’s legal team had prepared briefs to challenge the
constitutionality of laws passed by 75 regions. 24 However, President Yeltsin targeted the
laws of only a few regions (Khakassia and Kalmykia). Instead, he chose negotiations
with most regions rather than litigation in order to secure his own re-election in June
1996 and the election of regional governors loyal to him. 25 In 2000, a group of federal
MPs, in an effort to target some but not other entrenched governors, asked the RCC to
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invalidate six republican constitutions containing clauses on citizenship, sovereignty and
control of natural resources. 26
To sum up the context surrounding the RCC decision-making, we should not be
surprised to find inconsistencies and contradictions in the Constitutional Court’s own
approach to issues of federalism. The federal Constitutional Court could take any
possible approach towards Russian federalism in this complex and highly fluid mix of
inconsistent behavior and ambiguous rules. As I will argue below, the 2nd Russian
Constitutional Court gradually chose to spearhead the symmetrical and centralized
federalism, thus, paving the way for President Putin’s agenda to reform the Russian
Federation.

2. Judicial Visions of Federalism
Then newly minted RCC Justices immediately chose to navigate Russia’s
transition between the Scylla of totalitarianism and Charybdis of territorial disintegration.
Clearly, they had their own preferences for where Russia should be heading in terms of
its democratization and federalization. 27 Recalling the weaknesses of Gorbachev’s
presidency in handling the USSR break-up, most judges agreed that the federal center had
to be stronger to save Russia from political, economic and territorial collapse even if it
meant the widespread use of coercion, commandeering and near-total federal preemption
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of regional autonomy. This was a tragic choice between authoritarianism and territorial
breakdown, but as some have argued, federalism is closely related to the tragic aspect of
politics. As Malcolm Feeley and Edward Rubin have noted, federalism “belongs to a
world where there are no optimal solutions, where conflicts are irreconcilable, where
political conditions are more likely to get worse than better. It is a grim expedient that is
adopted in grim circumstances, an acknowledgment that choices must be made among
undesirable alternatives.” 28
In the Russian case, a strong authoritarian federal center was less of an evil than
the “former Russia” was, according to judges. Chief Justice Zorkin, who also chaired the
Court between 1991 and 1993, repeatedly expressed his fear of Russia disintegrating into
a multitude of micro states as the USSR had broken up earlier. He spoke of this
frequently and usually in apocalyptic terms like the need to “save Russia” from the abyss,
catastrophe, chaos, disaster, perdition, or the “brink of a precipice” which he darkly
predicted would be a hundred times worse than the ongoing Yugoslav wars. During
summer 2004 in one of his many public interviews, Zorkin was still referring to the
collapse of the USSR and Yugoslavia and in that mindset commented “from the mouths
of certain regional leaders from time to time one hears talk about the necessity of
building a federation on ‘divided sovereignty.’” He added, indignantly, “And this in spite
of decisions adopted by the Constitutional Court.” In a recent article, Zorkin has
expressed his additional concern over the Chechen situation and the dangers of global
terrorism for Russia, and once again a tone of high anxiety can be heard coupled with
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doomsday imagery. 29 Disgusted by the flourishing bilateralism during Yeltsin’s reelection in 1996, Zorkin and his colleagues openly called for a “dictatorship of law” as a
necessary element of a strong democratic federal statehood, and have been eager to assert
the supremacy of the federal Constitution over regional laws. 30 In October 1999, Justice
Gadzhiev, who authored many of the RCC opinions in taxation cases, advocated
consistent restrictions on the regional fiscal policy space in order to secure common
market and economic freedoms. 31 And it was the majority of the RCC justices, who
insisted on reviewing the constitutionality of Yeltsin’s war in Chechnya in 1995, even
though the then Chief Justice Vladimir Tumanov did his best to avoid accepting this case.
In short, most judges were ready to become the messiahs to save Russia and to ensure
that their Court remains on the political scene.
However, as the previous section makes clear, judges were disillusioned by the
inconsistency of the federal government in enforcing RCC judgments, and disappointed
by the unwillingness of sub-national governments to comply voluntarily. In these
conditions, the Russian Constitutional Court was not original. The Court chose to steer
towards a stronger federal center, just like young constitutional (supreme) courts did in
other federations: the US Supreme Court in the early 19th century, the Australian High

29
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Court since the 1920, the Supreme Court of Canada in the 1950s, and the Spanish
Constitutional Tribunal in the 1980s. 32
How did the RCC push its federalism agenda, having a bitter aftertaste of the
open sabotage in the 1992 Tatarstan case? Between 1995 and 2004, the Court rarely
supported any expansion of the rights of the regions vis-à-vis the federal center, while
consistently trying to protect the symmetrical nature of the Federation from the
encroachment of republics, which claimed a privileged status, and from the arbitrary
policies of the federal government towards selected regions. Justices refused to engage in
controversies over personalities (federal appointees in the regions) and over concrete
pieces of property by forcing federal and regional actors to hammer out compromises in
such disputes. Instead, the Court either focused on extraordinary cases (Chechnya –
secession, Udmurtia – abolition of local self-government, and undivided sovereignty) or
on the cases in which it could define the basic principles of the Russian-style federalism.

2.1 Against Unilateral Secession
In the Chechnya case, mentioned above, the Court approved and legitimized the
authority of the Russian President to use military force to quell rebellion in the regions
and secession from the federation. In a thin ten-vote majority decision, the Court
“discovered” that Chechnya’s unilateral secession was an “extraordinary situation,” and
32
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that the federal President could unilaterally act, without legislative consent, and use “all
means” necessary to preserve the integrity of the country. 33 However, three months after
approving the use of federal troops to quell secessionist attempts by Chechnya in 1995,
the retired RCC Chairman Tumanov admitted that “no serious changes occurred in
Chechnya after our judgment.” 34 The RCC repeatedly refused to deal with this “hot”
potato, even though Prime Minister Chernomyrdin publicly admitted “mistakes” in
handling the crisis in Chechnya and Yeltsin’s envoy General Lebed signed peace accords
with Chechnya, and even though federal government consistently refused to compensate
the victims of military raids in the region. 35

2.2 In Defense of Local Self-Government
In the January 1997 Udmurtia Republic case, the Court struck down the abolition
of elected local self-government in the republic. 36 This 12-2 judgment, authored by
Justice Zor’kin, was issued at the request of Yeltsin, Duma members and several
individuals, who took the side of the Mayor of Udmurtia’s capital city Izhevsk in his fight
against the regional legislature. The Court struck down parts of the contested Udmurtia
statute but, out of respect for the regional prerogative, did not specify how to restore the
elected municipal bodies. In the wake of the verdict, both sides claimed victory, and the
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regional legislature moved very slowly to obey the Court. After repeated complaints from
the justices, Yeltsin swiftly ordered Udmurtia Republic to obey this RCC judgment and
warned that he would impeach the Udmurtia leaders if they failed to meet the court’s
objections and to restore the elected local self-government bodies. As a result of this
showdown, which the dissenting Justice Vitruk labeled as a “public whipping of the
Udmurtia authorities,” the region quickly began to restore local self-government in
March 1997, according to the presidential directives rather than the RCC guidelines.
While Boris Yeltsin approved of Udmurtia’s compliance a few months later, the
Udmurtia Supreme Court struck down the same contested law as a whole in January
1998, and the Russian Supreme Court confirmed this in September 1998. 37 By 2002,
however, the local self-government in Udmurtia still remained in an embryonic stage. 38
What the “implementation” game in this case clearly showed is that both the will
and the capacity of the federal center to compel the recalcitrant regions to obey the
judicial decisions were there. But it also showed that the judicial decisions by themselves
did not matter much. They acquired real binding force only after President Yeltsin issued
a decree and closely monitored its implementation. As the RCC Chairman Baglai
exclaimed in June 1998, the Russian President was “the only trump card” his Court had
in implementing its verdicts. 39 Moreover, once the federal executive took the matter in
his hands, he imposed his own vision of how to carry out the verdict. In other words, it
was Yeltsin and his advisers, rather than the Court, who framed the issue and provided
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solutions. Not surprisingly, following this showdown, the RCC has learned to provide a
clearer guidance on how to comply with its decisions, so that both winners and losers
followed the vision of the Court rather than their own ideas on how to meet the Court’s
objections. The regions, which had their statutes invalidated, in an effort to delay the
implementation of the RCC orders, still complained that these orders were not specific
enough and demanded that the Court “clarify” them. 40

2.3 Battles for Sovereignty
The RCC chose to re-visit the issue of sub-national sovereignty in the summer of
2000. Justice chose to do so only after President Putin borrowed a “dictatorship of law”
agenda from the RCC justices to rein in autonomy-minded governors, and only after the
RCC gave a green light to the Russian Supreme Court in April 2000 to strike down
regional statutes found in violation of federal standards. To ensure the enforcement of
their judgments, the RCC felt the importance of securing the support of the recently
elected popular President, who no longer needed the support of governors to gain votes,
and the backing of the Supreme Court, which both repeatedly demanded the power to
review regional law making and resisted against regional “capture” of the federal judicial
appointments. 41 In a series of decisions, in June 2000, the RCC struck down the
“sovereignty” clauses of seven regional constitutions.42 In addition, the Court struck
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down numerous provisions on regional citizenship, and regional control over land use
and natural resources. The Court declared that the units of the federation could not have
sovereignty because under the 1993 Russian Constitution the “multinational people of the
Russian Federation” gave the undivided sovereignty to the federal, not the regional, level.
According to the Court, the fact that Article 5.2 of the 1993 Constitution labels ethnic
republics as “states” does not mean that republics have state sovereignty and, thus, this
“statehood” has no legal consequences. Similarly, the fact that ethnic republics have their
symbols, like flag, coat of arms, and an anthem, does not empower republics much,
except for their distinctions from other Russian regions. Finally, and most importantly,
the Court ruled that intergovernmental agreements could neither derogate sovereignty
from the federal center nor violate constitutional norms. This judicial blow to bilateralism
was based on the earlier RCC judgments, issued in 1997 and 1998, in which the Court
“discovered” that the federal center could delineate the functions falling in the joint
federal-regional jurisdiction through federal statutes, even though the Art. 11.3 of the
federal Constitution did not mention federal statutes – it mentioned only the Constitution
and intergovernmental agreements. 43 In short, the Court treated republics as any other
units of the federation and demanded that they bargained for their powers in the federal
Parlaiment rather than through extra-constitutional side deals with the federal president.
What happened after this bold judicial strike against regional autonomy? On one
hand, Tyva and Kalmykia, the regions that were not named in the cases before the RCC,
quickly announced that they had amended their Constitutions to meet the Court’s
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objections. 44 On the other hand, the affected regions openly ignored these rulings, and
one of them (Bashkortostan) even refused to publish the rulings, because – it was alleged
– they would spoil the fall 2000 celebration of the ten-year anniversary of their
“sovereign” status within Russia. 45
This open non-compliance enraged the RCC Justices, yet they managed to
confirm their stance only in April 2001, when Putin’s envoy, former Russian PrimeMinister Sergei Kirienko petitioned them to “clarify” their June 2000 ruling. Facing
pressures from the Kremlin to streamline the regional laws, and facing regional defiance
of federal policies in Tatarstan and Bashkortostan, Kirienko asked the Court to find a way
to carry out its decisions and punish the regional leaders who refused to obey them. The
justices reacted unusually promptly: it took them one week to issue an official
clarification. 46 The Court stated that the regional heads were obliged to carry out
Constitutional Court decisions and change their regional legal norms according to these
decisions. Failure to comply could result in an official warning from the Russian
president, the first step in the procedure for the removal of regional governors or the
dissolution of regional legislatures. Such a quick reply by the Court showed a nearly
unanimous bench prepared to use the opportunity provided by Putin’s support of the
Court to assert the finality and binding force of its decisions and to affirm the supremacy
of the federal Constitution over regional statutes. Moreover, justices managed to
convince federal law makers to insert a six-month deadline for complying with the court
44
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decisions in the 1994 RCC Act. 47 Needless to say, this clarification also aided Putin’s
efforts to streamline the regional laws and paved the way for the April 2002 RCC
judgment on the constitutionality of punishment of rebellious regional leaders. 48 In a 13-4
decision, the RCC upheld the constitutionality of the federal power to dissolve regional
legislatures and to remove regional governors, 49 measures that were key components of
Putin’s federal reform. 50 This was a vote of confidence in the President, for these
sanctions represented a cornerstone of Putin’s “vertical of power” and enabled the federal
level to impeach elected regional officials. In November 2000, Chuvashia President
Nikolai Fedorov failed to convince the Federation Council to challenge the
constitutionality of these sanctions, and petitioned the RCC alone. In June 2001, the
Sakha and Adygei legislatures followed suit, only to have Fedorov quietly withdraw his
petition in December 2001 after his re-election. 51 The Sakha and Adygei petitions alleged
that the elected regional bodies should be accountable only to their own electorates, and
under conditions established by their republican Constitutions or the federal Constitution,
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not by federal statutes. 52 In Sakha’s view, the presidential powers to dissolve regional
legislatures and remove governors were unconstitutional, because the 1993 Russian
Constitution (Art. 85.2) empowered the federal president only to suspend illegal
gubernatorial acts and to petition the courts to confirm the president’s position. 53
In the seventeen months that it took the judges to decide this case, they devised a
complicated procedure for punishing the regional authorities, in order “to preserve the
unity of Russia’s legal space,” according to Chief Justice Marat Baglai. 54 The Court ruled
that dismissing a governor and dissolving a legislature were possible only after their noncompliance had been confirmed via decisions of three different courts, including the
Russian CC. And only after a court finds the non-compliance of a governor to be
intentional does the president have the right to warn the governor and then dismiss him in
case of continued non-compliance. In the event of a non-compliant regional legislature,
the president must go through three court instances and then ask the federal legislature to
pass a federal law dissolving the regional parliament. This RCC decision disallowed any
arbitrary use of “implied” presidential powers, and inserted the federal judiciary into the
process of solving federal-regional conflicts.55
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These scare tactics, however, did not mean much to regional leaders. 56 For
example, the Adygei Republic still continued to uphold its 1991 Declaration of
Sovereignty well into 2004. 57 In addition to the informal bargaining with the federal
center, political elites in Dagestan, 58 Tatarstan 59 and Bashkortostan 60 repeatedly asked
their own constitutional courts to reaffirm republican sovereignty. These three courts
walked a fine line between defending the sovereignty of their republics and rejecting the
“pro-independence” clauses of their Constitutions. While these courts offered their own
vision of republican sovereignty, the RCC did little to quarrel with its regional clones and
approved of their “aspiration to follow the spirit of the Russian Constitution.” 61 Facing a
continuous pressure from the federal authorities, Dagestan deleted “sovereignty”
provisions from its Constitution in July 2003. Bashkortostan did the same in December
2002, after its Governor Rakhimov failed to punish the Bashkortostan Supreme Court,
which annulled 33 provisions of the republican constitution. 62 Prior to that, both the
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Bashkortostan legislature and the Governor petitioned the RCC in vain to allow for some
regional sovereignty. 63 And Tatarstan’s Supreme Court still refused to invalidate the
republic’s 1990 Declaration of Sovereignty in June 2004, even after striking down the
sovereignty clauses in the Tatarstan constitution a few months earlier. 64 And in terms of
bilateralism, Kremlin managed to annul 35 out of 42 bilateral agreements, to renew one
agreement with the diamond-rich republic of Saha-Yakutia in 2002, and was preparing to
sign at least two such agreements with Chechnya and Tatarstan.
To sum up, the critics of the Court are right: most RCC judges support Putin’s
struggles against recalcitrant governors. But this is not a clear sign of judicial dependency
in adjudicating center-regional conflicts. Instead, it is a sign of the courts depending on
the political branches to see their verdicts carried out. As I have shown, judicial
preferences for a strong federal center were formed well before Putin’s ascendancy to
power. As one RCC justice told the author, “We struck down the key clauses of seven
constitutions of the republics in June 2000 only after President Putin announced his
crackdown on recalcitrant regions; we would not have been brave enough to do this under
Yeltsin.” 65 Putin’s initiatives largely built on the jurisprudence of the Court developed
during Yeltsin’s rule (see also the next section). To be sure, Putin’s federalism reforms
generated the squall of regional complaints, and this may be one of the reasons for the
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continued use of the constitutional litigation by the regions, the subject of the final
section of this paper.

3. Why Use an Unfriendly Court: Gaining Voices and Resources
As the preceding sections of the paper make it clear, the RCC appears to be a tribunal in
which Moscow is doomed to win against any regional assaults on federal supremacy.
Many times, this seems to be the case. But, as the court statistics shown in the
introduction to this paper, show, the Court accepts to review about 15-20 % of petitions
coming from regional governments. Moreover, the Chief Justice or the Judge-Rapporteur
routinely meet in person with the petitioners from the regional governments to discuss
their cases. To be sure, judges do not rule in favor of each of these complaints. But this
proportion is much higher than the share of regional input in the federal law making in
the areas of joint federal-regional jurisdiction. In the federal political process, where
Russian President completely dominates federal legislature, only 4 % of legislative
initiatives coming from the regions become federal statutes. Moreover, mass media,
which is controlled by the Kremlin, rarely covers federal losses in the constitutional
politics. So, the Constitutional Court remains the only official forum in today’s Russia,
where regional concerns could get full attention at the federal level. Two areas of
intergovernmental disputes: the scope of regional law-making and fiscal federalism,
illustrate this point.
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3.1 Regional Law-making in the Areas of Joint Jurisdiction
Since 1995, the Constitutional Court repeatedly allowed regions to legislate in the
66

area of joint jurisdiction “until the adoption of a federal statute on the matter.”

According to Justice Ebzeev, the Court “discovered” this power of the regions in the
constitutional spirit of joint jurisdiction, not in the literal meaning of the constitutional
norms. 67 Although the Russian Constitutional Court warned that such regional lawmaking ought to comply with the federal jurisdiction, constitutional freedoms, and
subsequently adopted federal statutes on the matter, many observers criticized this
“discovery” of the Constitutional Court as allowing unfettered regional law-making in
areas of federal jurisdiction. 68
In fact, the Court simply recognized that “life in the regions goes on outside of
legal norms,” as Justice Vedernikov put it in early 1995. 69 By allowing all regions (not
just republics) not to wait for the approval of the often deadlocked federal center, the 2nd
RCC sought to bring more symmetry to Russian federalism and to limit the sporadic
intrusion of federal actors in the regional political process. For example, in the spring of
1996, just before the presidential election, the Court did not allow President Yeltsin to
appoint governors in those regions, which managed to pass necessary electoral laws,
disagreed with Yeltsin’s attempt to delay the introduction of municipal elections, and
refused the request of State Duma members to repeal electoral laws in the Sverdlovsk
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Region. 70 These judgments might have affected the number of votes by which Yeltsin
won his second term. Moreover, these limitations on the power of the federal center to
interfere with the electoral process brought some sense of stability to regional political
regimes and solidified both nascent political competition in some regions and “creeping
authoritarianism” in others. 71 The Court, however, continued to defend its own doctrine
of avoiding political questions. Facing political squabbles, the RCC consistently refused
to tinker with the timing of elections at both federal 72 and regional 73 levels, to cancel
elections 74 or to question the legitimacy of the already elected legislatures. 75 In short, the
Court behaved like a mature tribunal in a well-established political system: it refused to
enter political fray and to change the rules of the electoral game before the winners have
been announced. 76
Under Putin’s presidency, the Court continued to provide forum for regional
concerns. As discussed in the previous section, in April 2000 the RCC gave a green light
to the Supreme Court and its army of lower courts to review the legality of regional law
making. As a result, several thousands of regional and local legal acts were found null
70
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and void. However, the RCC kept the power to have a final say in this campaign of
“harmonizing” regional law making. And it used it. For example, in March 2003 the
Bashkortostan and Tatarstan legislatures succeeded in their case against the Russian
Supreme Court and the procuracy over the powers of the regions to expand the
competence of regional constitutional/charter courts beyond matters defined in the federal
regulations. In this case, the court ruled that the regions could expand the powers of their
constitutional/charter courts to matters not authorized in federal law, as long as the
additional powers did not encroach on the jurisdiction of the federal judiciary. 77 In July
2003 the Constitutional Court again sided with Bashkortostan and Tatarstan and
disallowed challenges to regional constitutions/charters in the regular courts and
empowered the General Procurator to challenge these regional acts only in the federal
Constitutional Court. 78 In December 2003, the Constitutional Court agreed with the
Ivanovo region and upheld its statute on the recruitment of municipal officers. Finally, in
May 2004, the governor of Pskov region received the backing of the Constitutional Court
in acknowledgement of his power to appoint and dismiss the head of the regional
emergencies department. 79
In short, the RCC both opened the process of “harmonizing” regional laws under
Putin and attempted to set clear limits on this process by confirming the constitutionality
of regional statutes in 2003. But it is possible, some may note, that regional elections
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under Yeltsin and upheld regional statutes under Putin were not that important for
regions. This is why we should see whether the Court provided both the forum and
resources in the intergovernmental disputes involving money, namely, in the area of
fiscal federalism.

3.2 Fiscal Federalism: Through the Prism of Constitutional Justice
The challenge of finding the proper balance between federal and regional powers
has also been evident in the Court’s fiscal federalism cases. On the one hand, the RCC
declared that regions could not regulate advertising because only the federal legislature
could set up the foundations of a single market: free distribution of goods and fair
competition. 80 These foundations, according to the Court, taken together with federal
supremacy in fiscal policy, do not permit the expansion of regional taxes and fees beyond
those listed in federal law. 81 Moreover, municipalities also could set their own taxes only
when the federal statute specifically allowed them to do so.82 This judicial vision of fiscal
federalism ran against an earlier ruling of the Court, in which the majority ruled that
regions could legislate their own taxes but their rates should be reasonable, be
proportional to the public benefit and should not paralyze constitutional rights (freedom
of movement in this case).83 More importantly, this court-ordered fiscal centralization ran
against President Yeltsin’s 1993 decree, which allowed regional governments to set up
their own taxes. Yeltsin promptly repealed his decree and chose not to interfere with
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regional fiscal autonomy. 84 The regions continued to levy their own taxes and set up
various trade barriers, particularly in the wake of the August 1998 financial crisis. As a
result, it was impossible by the end of the decade to ignore the diversity of the fiscal
regimes in the Russian regions. 85 Clearly, the widespread explosion of regional and local
taxes, fees and trade barriers (and even customs duties!) made judges worrisome of the
future of Russia’s common market and of the federation itself.
Still, Russian regions benefited from this Court-imposed requirement to
“legislate” any kind of taxes because the federal Constitutional Court disapproved of the
frequent introduction of new taxes and fees by the unilateral declaration of the Federal
Cabinet. Regional leaders, who, until 2001, sat in the Federation Council and controlled
the State Duma members from their regions, had a far greater say in making the Russian
tax statutes than in influencing the content of Federal Cabinet regulations. In fact,
throughout 1997, the RCC repeatedly sided with regional petitions on this matter and
invalidated alcohol licensing, hydro and border-crossing fees on these grounds. 86
However, the Court later changed its position and allowed the Federal Cabinet to
introduce and regulate certain fees and payments for truck use, patents and environmental
pollution. 87
Under Putin’s presidency, justices continued to balance fiscal federalism in a
creative way. On one hand, the Court repeatedly rejected challenges to the power of the
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federal center to control regional fiscal policies. Thus, the RCC ruled that the
constitutional requirements of Sozialstaat (Article 7) and a single-budget system limited
the autonomy of the budgets of the subjects and obliged them to provide federally-set
guarantees of social protection, i.e. the federal government could “commandeer” regions
to increase salaries and benefits for public employees. 88 The Court further ruled that the
federal Cabinet could unilaterally issue alcohol sale licenses,89 and set fishing quotas and
fees for annual automobile safety inspections, while regional sales, gambling and
transport taxes could not exceed the maximum rate set by federal law. The Court also
upheld a federal statute ordering the regions to pay for the support staff of the Justice of
the Peace courts, which are legally courts of the subjects, even though, the JPs’ salaries
are paid for by the federal government. 90
On the other hand, the RCC recognized that the regions needed a certain degree of
fiscal policy autonomy. The Court upheld the right of regions to set up extra-budgetary
funds and to determine their own revenue bases as a means of protecting constitutional
rights, even though the 1999 Federal Budget Code did not assign this power to the
regions; moreover, the Russian Supreme Court had ruled that the creation of regional
extra-budgetary funds violated federal law. 91 The RCC also encouraged the regions to
take an active part in setting energy tariffs by staffing regional energy commissions and
using these commissions to participate in federal energy policy-making. According to the
Court, the Russian Constitution requires harmonization of the interests of the entire
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federation and its subjects in the area of state regulation of the supply of hydroelectric
power. 92
In another decision, the Russian Constitutional Court refused to hear a petition by
the federal Cabinet to reverse the Court’s September 1993 ruling that struck down
President Yeltsin’s decree on the transfer of power stations located in the Irkutsk region
from regional to federal ownership. The Court stood firm and reiterated that the
delimitation of state property ownership between the federation and its parts should be
achieved by balancing federal and regional economic interests through the process of
federal legislation. 93
More importantly, the RCC has recently begun to accept petitions from the local
self-government units in a clear move to oversee the constitutionality of local government
reforms undertaken by President Putin. 94 Neither the 1993 Russian constitution nor any
other federal statute grants the municipalities the right to petition the Court. And, up until
2002, the Court denied all complaints from the municipalities albeit judges consistently
protected the autonomy of local self-government, like in the 1997 Udmurtia case
discussed in the previous section. 95 For example, the Court ruled in favor of the
Volgograd Mayor’s request that the federal government respect the autonomy of the local
self-government by reimbursing the municipalities for the cost of providing housing,
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home telephone service, and childcare for federal judges. 96 This judgment, if
implemented, is likely to strengthen the judicial protection and financial base of the local
self-government, given that President Putin’s judicial reform involved the hiring of
several thousand federal judges in the last four years. Similarly, the Court repeatedly
ruled that the federal center had to compensate the municipalities in full for providing
housing for police officers and prison guards.97 Finally, in May 2006, the Court ruled that
federal and regional governments had to reimburse municipalities for subsidizing the cost
of providing municipal childcare. Clearly, the Court wants to stop the practice of
“unfounded mandates” and to become the forum for protecting local self-government, a
sure loser in the race to strengthen governance in Russia under Putin. 98 However, it is far
from certain whether the federal center will comply with this judicial vision of fiscal
federalism.
In sum, the Constitutional Court remains to be one of the most “region-friendly”
federal institutions at the federal level. The court achieved this by providing important
political resources to regional and local governments: by protecting regional elections
from federal haphazard federal interference, by letting regions to legislate in the areas of
joint federal-regional jurisdiction, and by accepting complaints from the municipalities.
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Conclusion
The Russian Constitutional Court has earned its place in the game of Russian federalism.
Aspiring to avoid federal disintegration and recovering from the wounds inflicted on the
Court by President Yeltsin in 1993, judges chose to champion strong federal supremacy
even if it meant turning Russia’s regions into nothing more than implementing agents of
the federal level, partly returning to the Soviet system of subordinating the regional
governments to that of Moscow. 99 Judges to do so in difficult conditions facing regional
resistance and federal actors who both championed asymmetrical bilateralism in 1994-7
under Yeltsin and denounced any asymmetry in center-regional relations in 2000-5 under
President Putin. Enthusiastic about Putin’s support for a strong federal center, the Court
became bolder in upholding the strong federal direction of the regions.
Three factors indicate the growing role of the Court in ‘fixing’ Russian
federalism. First, the RCC carved out its own niche to review Putin’s reforms of Russian
governance and was not afraid to review virtually all key policies of Putin’s reforms. To
be sure, the Court upheld most of them yet it allowed dissenting judges to criticize
Putin’s policies in public. For example, Justice Gadzhiev, who ardently advocated
restrictions on regional fiscal policies in 1999, has recently blasted the federal center for
“usurping” the regional autonomy through federal statutes.
Second, the RCC managed to earn support from autonomy-minded regions. If, in
the mid-1990s, they simply boycotted the RCC sessions and accused the Court of being
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“a hostage of political questions,” 100 by 2003, the regions continued to petition the Court,
although one of the staunch supporters of regional autonomy, Justice Nikolai Vitruk,
retired from the bench in March 2003. As I have shown, constitutional litigation provided
both political resources and a public forum for regional and local governments to defend
their autonomy at the federal level. What is worrisome is that the regions sensed the
swings in the Court’s approach to federalism, and they tended to obey them out of fear of
punishment by the federal center.
Finally, the federal center under President Putin attempted to incorporate RCC
decisions into his reforms of Russia’s federalism. 101 Unlike his predecessor, Vladimir
Putin did not wish to tolerate the regional defiance of the federal supremacy. As it should
be clear by now, using the RCC decisions to prepare federalism reforms was in itself a
titanic effort due to numerous judgments and inconsistent approaches, taken by the Court.
As one member of Putin’s task force on federal reform put it in April 2003, “it was
impossible to account for each and every legal position of the RCC because they
contradicted each other,” and eventually this task force chose to use only the most
famous RCC decisions. 102 Yet the fact that the political branches under Putin were
beginning to pay systematic attention to RCC decisions is an indicator of the growing
power of the Court.
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This growing attractiveness of the RCC to the federal center and the regions (and,
increasingly, local governments) comes from a well-established pattern of using court
decisions as political resources in their relations among each other, a dynamics not
unfamiliar to the students of federalism. 103 The challenge ahead is to build the federal
government is capable or willing to enforce judicial decisions that go against its interests.
A bigger challenge is to ensure that the strong federal center will restrain itself to avoid
the return to the unitary state, which, in turn, may result in secession. And judges will
certainly have their opinions on how to address these urgent tasks.
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